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 Dear Readers,

lobal tourism market is riding high on a sustained growth index that was witnessed in 2017, as indicated by 

Euromonitor. In fact, it is expected to be the first sector to dispense human-only transactions in the next 6 to 12 Gmonths as believed by Ofer Shoshan, CEO, One Hour Translation (OHT), world's largest online translation 

agency and a pioneer in Hybrid translations. Visitor arrivals are expected to increase by nearly 3.7%, mainly accelerated 

by arrival of travellers from the Asia-Pacific. 

 

The 2018 FIFA World Cup hosted in Russia from June 14 to July 15 also boosted tourism in Eastern Europe, being the first 

international football tournament to be held in this region. Furthermore, by 2022, China is likely to lead the world's 

outbound tourism demand with an overwhelming 128 million.

 

Romancing the emerald greens glistening in rich flora and fauna, globetrotters can never get enough of gorgeous 

rainforest retreats in the lap of nature – our 'Cover Story' takes you on a virtual trip across the best rainforest resorts 

across the planet. 'Destination Diary' outlines the seven breathtaking island getaways including French Polynesian 

island Tahiti, Eastern Caribbean's St. Lucia, Palawan in Philippines and much beyond. 

With the FIFA World Cup 2018 fever gripping eastern Europe, backpackers have been making a beeline for the 

picturesque country of Croatia, as highlighted in 'Meetings Point'.  The Alliance and the Federal Institute of Museum 

and Library Services state that there were 850 million annual museum visits in the U.S. last year. Read our 'Special 

Feature' to acquaint yourselves with the top museum tours of the world. 

In this issue 'Travel Tendency' focuses on special 'micro adventures' with potential to set pace for exclusive an 

adrenaline rush in short frequencies.  Technology has revolutionized almost every sphere of society, including 

worldwide travel! Contemporary tourists have a close aide in the form of the smart virtual assistant: the 'Amazon Echo'. 

Other chapters include Travel News, Interview Zone, New Faces, World Festivals, Show Highlight, Show Review and 

Calendar of Events. TTW World ensures you are well-seasoned with latest travel updates! 

Happy Reading! 

https://twitter.com/#!/TTW_ezine
http://www.facebook.com/ttwemagazine
http://www.linkedin.com/company/travel-and-tour-world
https://www.youtube.com/user/TravelAndTourWorld




Meetings Point

roatia is a small and geographically diverse region Croatia majorly contributes to Southeast Europe's economic and political stability with a population of around 

located between the eastern and western Europe, 60 million people and more than $600 billion in GDP. Its integration into the European Union accounts for its Creplete with picturesque towns and cities that growth potential and its local population constantly strives to achieve the lifestyle of the more developed 

speak volume of Roman and Byzantine ruins. There is so Western European countries.

much to discover and see ― the vestiges of Venetian times, Croatia is growing popular among the British travellers, during the first half of 2018, 1.4 million visited which 

the charming Austro-Hungarian buildings, the was up by over a million as compared to 2017. Its geographic position is a focal point for the U.S. companies. 

mesmerising 3900 mile long Adriatic coastline with more There are excellent roads, high Information and Communication technology infrastructure and an esteemed 

than 1200 islands and islets. Its eight UNESCO World workforce.

Heritage sites are bound to entice history lovers.

Croatia being one of Europe's sunniest spots, visitors can 

expect 12 hours of sunshine in a day during May and June. 

It is now more popular due to its Game of Thrones appeal. 

The attractions featured in the series are Dubrovnik, 

Trsteno Arboretum, the Fortress of Kliss, St. Dominic 

Monastry in Trogir, among others.
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There are insignificant objects along with 

captions in the 

 elaborating their relevance 

in a failed relationship.  The exploration of 

love, pain, drama, irony and reconciliation 

got so popular that a second branch was 

opened in Los Angeles last year.

There are 

plenty of open-air cultural festivals held in 

summer, the popular one being the

 taking place 

between mid-July until mid-August that 

brings several international performers. 

Tiny Motovon which is a hilltop village in 

Istria hosts film festival each year.

See the  

ruin like the  remains of the 

 in Split or visit the port city of 

 renowned for its first-century 

Roman amphitheatre and is the best 

preserved in the world.

The islets of  located 

close to Pula makes for a perfect day trip. 

Croatia is brimming with eight incredible 

national parks – the UNESCO listed 

Pebbled spectacular beaches adorn the 

 and the hidden spots of the 

mainland like the  south of 

Makarska should be explored. Climb the 

second highest peak of Croatia –Sveti Jure 

at 1,762m in the  

Its steep zig-zag trail is spellbinding with 

plenty of nature.

Museum of Broken 

Relationships

Relish the summer festivals -

 

Dubrovnik Summer Festival

world's most atmospheric Roman

Diocletian's 

Palace Pula 

in Istria

Brijuni National Park

Plitvice 

Lakes and Krka.

Zlatni Rat

Nugal,

Biokovo mountain range.
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Known for its distinct blend of cultural influences due to its prime location at the crossroads of 

Mediterranean and Central Europe, Asia and the Balkan States, Croatia is one of Eastern Europe's most 

flourishing MICE destinations. Some of the ancient forts and castles are modified into event venues. 

Zagreb, Croatia's capital, is the most established MICE destination, ideal for conferences coupled with 

modern event facilities, convention centres and international hotels.

Dubrovnik, one of the country's seven UNESCO World Heritage sites, is continuously upgrading and 

developing exceptional MICE facilities and is in sync with its rich culture and historic site. It curates and 

delivers outstanding reward events. The availability of direct flights from Europe's hub to these 

destinations makes it travel friendly.
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After a hectic 

meeting, corporates 

can relax in spas or 

wellness facility 

available here. 

Other attractions 

like Dalmatian 

Ethno Village, En 

Vogue Beach Club, 

Dalmatia Aquapark 

and Galija Explorer 

Ship are also 

available. 

The first and largest convention centre in 

Croatia and Adriatic, Šibenik is built in modern 

style with a capacity of hosting upto 1,500 in a 

single room.

The state-of-the art venue is tailor made for all 

kind of business meetings and events with 11 

meeting halls spread across 4,000 square 

metre of multi-use conference and exhibition 

space. The maximum capacity of a single room 

is 1,500 delegates in theatre style, 1,000 

delegates in banquet style and 1,365 delegates 

in cocktail style. The event is handled by a 

talented team of 1,100 event personnel; there 

are five hotels, 20 restaurants and bars. Up to 

1,400 cars can be parked here.
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Croatian National Tourist Board (CNTB) in an exclusive 

interview with  Travel And Tour World reveals Croatia as a 

nation with  rich and varied offerings, where there is 

something of interest for everyone.

Travel And Tour World: How far Croatia's amazing with our 2018 promotional video featuring select 

appearance at the 2018 World Cup is contributing National Team players including Luka Modrić, 

to the tourism sector? helped fuse the global interest for football with 

Croatia as a tourism destination.

 The Croatian 

soccer team's historic second place performance at 

the World Cup has significantly contributed to the 

promotion. The culmination of this promotion was 

the final game against France when the Croatian 

National Tourist Board recognised the focus and 

interest of the world's public as an exceptional 

opportunity for further promotion as an attractive 

and desirable tourist destination. The 

aforementioned was confirmed by the recorded 

results of our website traffic, which during the 

week and the end of the year recorded a growth of 

more than 200 percent compared to the same 

period last year. The highest number of visit to the 

site were recorded from 16 hours up to an hour 

after the game, and most visits were recorded from 

India, Italy, USA, Germany, Croatia, Russia and 

France. Also, a special version of Croatia's Full of 

Excellent Players' slogan was created, confirming its 

adaptability and the possibility of modification 

according to promotional messages. This together 

Croatian National Tourist Board:
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Travel And Tour World: Why Croatia and Zagreb centre which is tucked away in the near vicinity of 

will be the next health tourism hot spot? Zagreb, and which is famous for the cryosauna - a 

Over the past treatment of exposure to extremely low 

decade, the City of Zagreb has become a true temperatures from – 110 °C to – 190 °C, which has 

tourist gem and health tourism represents a a positive impact on the skin and boosts the 

product which is growing at a rate of between 15 immune system. 

and 20 % per year globally. With great tourism 

potential, and due to the proximity of large Travel And Tour World: How is Croatia in terms of 

markets, natural beauty and favourable climate, the luxury tourism?

country's safety, longstanding traditions, Croatia boasts a 

competitive prices and generally a good reputation few prime luxury destinations like Dubrovnik, 

of healthcare services, Zagreb has particularly good Rovinj, Hvar, Mali Lošinj and others. While yachting 

comparative advantages for the development of and sailing along the Croatian coast is a prime 

this tourist product. In Northern Croatia, there are destination for the luxury crowd. Along the coast 

many thermal centres like Top-Terme Topusko, there are numerous high-end 5-star hotels, as well 

Krapinske Toplice , thermal centre which boasts as select heritage hotels providing luxury 

therapeutic hyperthermal water and natural accommodation for the discerning traveller. There 

therapeutic mud, Bizovačke Toplice– a thermal is a growing demand and offer of private villas 

centre where you can swim in the warmest part of dotting both the coast and Croatia's islands.

the Pannonian sea, or Stubičke Toplice– a thermal 

Croatian National Tourist Board: 

Croatian National Tourist Board: 
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Travel And Tour World: What are the key ratings, wine and olive groves and texts on top-

advantages of Croatia as a MICE region and what quality Croatian food. 

more needs to be done ?

 Croatia Travel And Tour World: What activities are being 

successfully combines business with pleasure. undertaken for involvement of tourists?

Surrounded by breath-taking natural beauty,  The promotional 

endless coastlines, diverse gastronomy, adventure, campaign 'Epic Week in Croatia' was launched with 

sports and wellness Croatia offers ideal conditions the aim of encouraging fans and tourists to create 

for MICE tourism. Year after year, on a global scale their dream holiday . In conjunction with the 

it is becoming increasingly attractive for organizers campaign a competition was created via a list of the 

of business meetings. Serious investments in activities that a tourist can experience whilst in 

congressional capacities have sensibly elevated the Croatia. The results of this campaign, as well as the 

quality of Croatian MICE offers. With increasing competition especially in Austria, Great Britain, 

capacity growth and spectacular results achieved Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, Poland, the Czech 

every year at the national level it is more than Republic and Scandinavia, confirm the popularity of 

acceptable to say that this tourism segment is Croatia on the international market. 

booming in Croatia. The advantages of MICE 

tourism in Croatia are direct accessibility, excellent Travel And Tour World: Did the Hydroplane service 

road network and hotels. Numerous investments revolutionise tourism in Croatia? 

for an estimated total value of 940 million euros are  Unfortunately, 

planned for 2018 in the hotel sector, with due to technical issues that were not rectified in a 

numerous luxury hotel establishments along the timely manner, European Coastal Airlines stopped 

Croatian coast and charming boutique hotels. operations in Croatia. In general, the offer of a new 

hydroplane service did create a new travel option 

Travel And Tour World: Throw some light on the for travellers that was well received. We are 

project Gourmet Croatia? confident that new transportation options will 

Croatia 365 continue to set up shop in Croatia which can be 

Gourmet is a national digital platform active since  seen with last year's introduction of Uber Boat 

2016 that promotes local gastronomic and services in select areas along the Croatian coast, as 

enological offerings, featuring a range of well as more recently the introduction of private 

restaurants with prominent daily offerings, reviews helicopter services based on the islands of Brač and 

of independent professional audiences and visitor Lošinj and covering the entire coast.

Croatian National Tourist Board: 

Croatian National Tourist Board:

Croatian National Tourist Board:

Croatian National Tourist Board: 
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Study finds airlines collapse will affect nearly 

one million passengers by 2030

table-top mountains) and sheer drops of sandstone 

plateau which is of the same length of the Eiffel 

Tower. The new UNESCO World Heritage Site was A study by Airline Insolvency Review revealed that 

earlier used for coca production. It is now the abode one in 200 passengers will be affected by the airline 

of around 300 species of birds and 313 butterfly collapse over next 15 years.

species. The report also says, a typical airline failure could 

affect nearly 900,000 passengers, compared with 

half a million today; roughly the number caught up in 

the Monarch collapse. There are around 110,000 

Monarch passengers when their airline company 

collapsed.  Mark Tanzer, chief executive of ABTA, said 

that the association has been highlighting for some 

time that the lack of any formal protection 

arrangements for scheduled flights leave many 

passengers at risk.

Colombia's Chiribiquete National Park has been 

named as the UNESCO World Heritage Site. It is the 

last remaining national environmental treasures and 

expanded recently to approximately 4.3 million 

hectares. It spans across the Caqueta and the 

Guavaire departments of the northwestern region of 

Colombia's Amazon forest.

In 1989, the area was declared as a national park and 

is now named as country's ninth World Heritage Site 

along with Mompox and Cartagena's Walled City. 

This national park houses a major portion of the 

country's biodiversity, tepuis (Native American for 

Colombia's largest tropical rainforest, 

Chiribiquete National Park declared as World 

Heritage Site 
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Chinese travellers paid US$115 billion digitally 

in international market 

in China has propelled the flow from the region. It 

has emerged as not only the region's but the world's 

fastest growing source market.In 2017, Chinese outbound travellers spent US$115 

billion in different overseas destinations along with 

130 million outbound trips. With this, China became 

world's biggest source of outbound tourism. 

Thailand, Japan and Singapore were the top three Russian government announced “visa-free entry” to 

destinations for Chinese travellers using WeChat all foreign visitors holding “fan ID” cards for the 

Pay. World Cup 2018. Russian President Vladimir Putin 

The WeChat has a user base of around one billion said foreign supporters who currently have ID cards 

globally. WeChat's payment server, WeChat Pay is will be able to benefit from multiple entries into 

currently available in over 40 counties and regions Russian Federation without a visa until the end of 

across the world in 13 currencies. There are 800 the year. 

million users linked their bank accounts or credit The chairman of the Local Organizing Committee 

cards to the service. It will focus on building (LOC) Russia-2018 Arkady Dvorkovich said that 2018 

payments infrastructure in these markets so that FIFA World Cup is a huge driver for tourism 

Chinese outbound tourists can pay for goods and development in Russia. 

services to overseas outlets. The outbound tourism 

Russia offers “visa-free” travel all year round to 

foreign visitors
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Sun Princess aims to invest over $450 million to 

boost its global fleet

2.47 times the speed of sound.

Once the craft was released from its ferry vessel, the 

VMS Eve at 46,500 feet, the crew of Unity, Dave Sun Princess will now have access to the newest 

Mackay and Mike “Sooch” Masucci, piloted the craft onboard enhancements following an extensive 14-

in a near-vertical, 42-second rocket burn to 170,800 day, multi-million dollar dry dock in Singapore, 

feet, which is past Earth’s stratosphere and into the continuing the line's “Come Back New Promise” 

mesosphere. The craft then used its unique re-entry commitment focused on investing more than $450 

system to safely return to the Mojave Air and Space million across the global fleet.

Port. Branson’s Virgin Galactic has been trying to From Singapore, Sun Princess is sailing the waters of 

break into space tourism since 2004. Virgin Southeast Asia before returning to Australia for the 

Galactic’s main competitor for space tourism is Blue 2019 winter season, where her itineraries begin on 

Origin, the creation of Amazon founder Jeff Bezos as the Western coast of the island nation before 

well as possible plans from Elon Musk’s SpaceX. passing to eastern coast and New Zealand 

itineraries. Sun Princess is the latest ship in fleet to 

receive the elegant livery design featuring the 

Princess Cruises logo.

Virgin Galactic has successfully launched its 

spaceship VSS Unity into Earth’s mesosphere.

The test spaceflight over the Mojave Desert is the 

third supersonic flight for the craft, this time 

surpassing Mach 2, reaching nearly 1,900 mph, or 

Virgin Galactic successfully launches its test 

flight to space 
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ablo Neruda, the late celebrated Chilean 

poet, felt that his poetic creations, born in Pthe hills and rivers, were akin to timber 

sourced from the woods! 

As you traverse the emerald trails of beautiful, wet 

rainforests, the eternal truth of Neruda's poetic 

realisation dawns on you… 

Mother Nature's premises flaunt some of the best 

wildlife and virgin landscapes waiting to surprise 

naturalist backpackers. Explorers need not 

compromise on comfort in such majestic 

rainforests, thanks to an abundance of luxury 

lodges strewn across these green havens!  

Go hiking in the temperate rainforests of Western 

Canada or surrender your senses to Australia's jaw-

dropping rainforests covering a staggering 3.6 

million hectares of the country. 

These fascinating ecosystems offer an undeniable 

ecstasy for nature addicts and lovers of the wild. 

Exploring Energy of the Wild: Crackling leaves under 

the feet, travellers give wings to their fantasies of 

flirting with nature unabashedly in the various 

tempting lodges nestled in cozy lush greens! We 

present a checklist of the most popular rainforest 

retreats across the earth:
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An absolute jewel in British Columbia, this luxury wilderness 

resort is among the most pristine environs of Canada. Guests 

enjoy the best salmon fishing here, alongside five-star facilities 

including complimentary eco-tours. 

Close views of orcas and grizzly bears greet guests hiking 

through cedars and firs of this coastal temperate rainforest. 
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Sonora Resort is truly a timeless location nestled in a Pacific archipelago, part of the Great Bear Rainforest in 

the Discovery Islands. In fact, British Columbia is known for its abundance of wildlife and we are welcoming 

guests from all over the world seek our part of the province specifically to see black bears, eagles, sea lions, 

whales and Grizzly Bears. In the fall, guests enjoy watching and capturing the Grizzly Bears in their natural 

habitat. We applaud the Homalco First Nation and all they are doing to protect the bears and support the eco 

system of the Orford River so these bears can flourish.

Mr. Sean Ross, President and COO, Sonora Resort Canada



Australia is famed for its stunning rainforest hideaways, 

particularly O'Reilly's Rainforest Retreat located 90 minutes 

inland of the Gold Coast CBD. Ranging from 'Hiker's Hangout' 

rooms to the ones catering to comfort following a day spent 

exploring the Lamington National Park nearby, they are large 

enough to accommodate extended families or group of friends. 
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  hat makes O'Reilly a popular choice among nature addicts all across the globe? Please share with 

our readers a few instances of sustainable tourism activities the resort offers. O'Reilly's Rainforest WRetreat (O'Reilly's) is a world-class, iconic Australian tourism experience nestled 3,000 feet above 

sea level in the picturesque Gold Coast Hinterland of South East Queensland, Australia.  Surrounded by lush 

World Heritage listed ancient Gondwana rainforest, it is an ideal location for holidaymakers and conference 

delegates seeking to embrace nature - with 250 local species of sub-tropical birdlife, reptiles, frogs, mammals 

and invertebrates at the doorstep.

We run a robust activities program for guests including Segway Safaris, Birds of Prey aerial predator show, 

Wildlife Encounter show, Glow Worm Tours, Guided Walks and unrestricted access to 160 kilometres of walking 

tracks with over 500 waterfalls, panoramic views and an abundance of Australian wildlife. To ensure the 

pristine natural environment remains healthy, vibrant and brimming with wildlife, the Retreat is Eco Accredited 

and adheres to a comprehensive Environmental Management Plan, which has been devised in consultation 

with Queensland Parks and Wildlife Services. We deploy best practice environmental sustainability and educate 

guests on the significance of the World Heritage-listed Gondwana Rainforest Area. It is the expectation of 

O'Reilly's that each guest 'leaves only footprints.
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lso, please mention about resort's potential as a promising MICE (meetings, incentives, conferences 

and exhibitions) hotel attracting business and leisure travellers?A
O'Reilly's is within the Green Mountains section of World Heritage Listed Lamington National Park - an iconic 

and emotive location that takes full advantage of the 180-degree panoramic views from the Retreat and 

Conference Centre.  O'Reilly's caters for varied clientele with room options for the budget conscious host, to 

lavish, high-end executives seeking a 'wow' factor. The main Retreat offers 66 rooms complemented with a 

lounge, library, theatrette, games room, Mountain Café, Rainforest Bar, Dining Room and the Discovery 

Centre. In addition, there are 48 architecturally designed, award-winning Villas with two and three bedroom 

configurations, a modern two-story building which is home to the Conference Centre and the luxurious Lost 

World Spa.

Business event clients choose O'Reilly's not only for the private world-class conference facilities but the 

pristine environment and natural experiences that cannot be replicated. The private locations, services, 

facilities, family history and sustainability ethos are all differentiators aligned with the unique selling 

proposition – to offer business clients and delegates natural encounters free from distractions. Every 

conference booking is a tailored programme created in partnership with O'Reilly's to be totally removed from 

city distractions – with no urban sprawl noises, casinos, air and light pollution or televisions and phones. 

Business event programmes are tailored to suit specific needs and can encompass various activities to 

complement the desired conference outcome. Delegates tend to take advantage of pre and post-touring 

options by bringing family who utilise the villa's self contained facilities. All villa guests have access to the 

communal Retreat facilities, guided walks, interpretive activities and four-wheel-drive tours, plus the 25 

metre wet edge infinity pool. 
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Mashpi Lodge is located a few hours west of 

Quito, high up in the picturesque Andes, within 

a 1,300 hectare reserve. It promises unrivalled 

views of surrounding greens with its floor-to-

ceiling glass windows. Minimalist décor and 

warm earth tones with striking angles and 

vistas of this cottage attracts forest admirers 

from far and wide. One can catch sights of 

birds, peccaries, or even an occasional puma. 

A short stroll from the world's most 

magnificent waterfall, Iguazu, the Belmond 

Hotel ensures unique access to nature's 

untapped charm! It is the only hotel situated in 

Brazil's Iguassu National Park. Helicopter trips 

over the falls are offered as well as jungle treks 

for checking out bright toucans and giant 

butterflies. 

Numerous Buddha statues lining the pebbled 

walkway greet enthusiastic lodge dwellers as 

they make their way inside, and a series of 

bamboos and palms soothe the soul! 

Savour the indigenous ambiance of the 

Indonesian island of Bali just close to Australia's 

Gold Coast, and enjoy bird's calls reclining in 

your verandah. 
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Lapa Rios located in Costa Rica spreads over 

1,000 acres of Central America's last lowland 

tropical rainforest in Osa Peninsula. 

Its 16 private bungalows overlook a marvellous 

view point where the Golfo Dulce meets the 

Pacific Ocean, around 350 feet above sea level. 

Pumas, macaws, toucans, monkeys, tree frogs 

and other creatures reside here. 

Amazing islands and cool coastlines of 

Malaysia are home to some of the planet's best 

rainforest hideaways! 

Borneo Rainforest Lodge is an exclusive private 

resort in Malaysia situated deep in the Danum 

Valley Conservation Area. The entire place is 

constructed on wooden stilts and walkways 

above the ground to preserve rainforest floors. 

Wildlife sightings are common at the lodge, 

even at its premises. 

Wanderers seeking a holistic experience need to visit the Como Shambhala Estate in Bali, Indonesia, since it is a 

sophisticated health retreat! Previously known as Begawan Giri, this estate was wonderfully revamped into a 

Balinese health escape by the COMO hotel group that represents the world's most elite luxury hotel brands.  

Nature is too thin a screen and divine glory bursts forth at every nook and corner. Introduce yourself to 

unyielding wilderness – unwind your senses and let the trance never fade… 
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f you have seen these island destinations on any 

postcard, it's in this list. These islands are breathtakingly Ibeautiful. Sandy beaches, gushing waterfalls, medieval 

forts and turquoise waters make these places a paradise 

on Earth. Each of these islands is worth a visit for its own 

stunning natural beauty. Friendly locals, best nightlife 

and amazing beach culture are the USP of these island-

destinations. Here is a list of some of seven gorgeous 

islands that soothe your eyes.  

Destination Diary
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Tahiti, French Polynesia

If you want to spend romantic evenings near 

the beaches or want to explore the striking 

waterfalls and lush green mountains, visit 

Tahiti. Hop on a boat to its sister island, Moorea 

— the home of Magic Mountain. Here discover 

the secluded tropical nature where your dream 

meets with realism. 

Corfu, Greece

Greece's green island Corfu welcomes you 

with olive forests that carpet the landscape. It 

is surprisingly a rustic sleepy island far away 

from Greek tourists' hotspots. Here spend 

some good times in isolation or celebrate 

summer-and-autumn panigýria (religious 

festivals) with music and food. Also, visit 

island's historical centre, age-old churches and 

Ionian Parliament and the Kapodistrias family 

mansion.

Malta, Central Mediterranean Island

Want to enjoy adventure and history? Malta 

offers hiking, mountain biking, rock climbing, 

scuba diving, paragliding and windsurfing 

along with the Valletta city walks which 

include the historical landmarks like Grand 

Harbour, Marsamxett Harbour, St. John 

Cathedral, Grand Master's Palace, Upper 

Barracca Gardens, Cathedral of Saint Paul, 

Casa Bernard and Hal Saflieni Hypogeum. 
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St. Lucia, Eastern Caribbean Island

St. Lucia allures for its golden beaches despite 

volcanic origins. Blessed by nature, St. Lucia is a 

capsule suspended in nature showcasing green 

hills, colourful homes and hot springs in the 

midst of tropical dense forests. To explore deep 

forests, take a lovely trail which leads you to 

Diamond Falls Botanical Gardens. Note that 

waters of these hot springs have therapeutic 

properties, but tourists are not allowed to 

bathe  there.   

Cozumel, Mexico 

Little explored beach-island, Cozumel boasts 

of quiet and tranquil ambience. Rich in marine 

bio-diversity, this island is considered as an 

ideal place for scuba diving.  If you want to do 

other activities, you can have zip wires, 

ra p p e l l in g ,  k i te - s u r f in g ,  sw im m in g ,  

snorkelling, fishing, bike rides, canoes and 

kayaks. Visit to Chankanaab National Park, San 

Gervasio Archaeological Zone or Atlantis 

Submarine will take you to the depth of 

turquoise sea.   

Palawan, Philippines 

After Boracay closure, Palawan came in the 

limelight of Philippines tourism. This little 

unexplored tropical island destination, 

Palawan is a hidden Asian paradise decked up 

with emerald green, jungle-filled mountains, 

small fishing dots and blue waters. Explore the 

cliffs, sinkholes and lagoons and stay isolated 

from hectic city. 
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Bornholm, Denmark

Known as the sunniest part of Baltic nation, 

Bornholm adds its beauty for medieval iconic 

rundekirke (round-shaped churches) and 

fortress ruins. Enjoy island's summer secrets 

with gastronomic exploration. The island will 

surprise you with cosy and old fishing villages, 

locally produced sea foods, rocky cliffs and lots 

of cultural events.  

Some visit these islands for amazing water sports, great beach parties and 

improving social connections. For some, it is the dream place for spending lazy 

days on hammock. And for the rest, it is all about long walks on sands amid 

beautiful sunsets and charming sunrises. Whatever be the reasons, these places 

will offer you a relaxing and refreshing vacation. 
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People travel to see the world but paradoxically the world comes to them! Museums are much more than 

collectors, keepers, interpreters and exhibitors of heritages. They are the economic drivers, a significant fabric 

of the community and the cultural tourism industry. Some of them are also leading research institutions and 

major players in the conservation research of culture, history, science and nature. In the fast developing virtual 

world, they are the last bastions of authenticity.  
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According to the Alliance and the Federal Institute of Museum and Library Services there were 850 million 

annual museum visits in the U.S. last year. This is more, than the attendance at all major league sporting events 

combined. 

Most of the museums are educational, enlightening and experiential. For the ever-enthusiastic traveller who 

is never tried of voyaging, we list some world's famed spots for excursion: 
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Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.: 

Heading out with a plan is quintessential in the 

world's largest research and museum complex. It 

has 19 galleries and museums, National Zoological 

Park and research stations. 

There are more than 137 million objects revealing 

America's story and its major attractions are – 

Dorothy's ruby red slippers, dresses of the First 

Ladies, the original Star Spangled Banner at the 

National Museum of American History.

The Gem Hall at the National Museum of Natural 

History, Spirit of St. Louis and the Apollo 11 

command module at the National Air and Space 

museum are must watch.

Le Louvre, Paris, France: Venus de Milo, Winged 

Victory of Samothrace, and Leonardo da Vinci's  

Mona Lisa are the main attraction of this medieval 

fortress which was the palace of the kings of France 

two centuries ago. In 1989, the addition of I.M. Pei's 

pyramid as the new main entrance came as a shock 

to many. The Sully Wing is the heart of the Louvre 

leading straight to the Egyptian rooms.
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The Acropolis Museum, Athens, Greece: The 

frieze of the Parthenon standing as a structure of 

similar dimensions as the cella is the major 

attraction giving finer details. The finding from 

the slopes of Acropolis is in the ground floor of  

gallery and the transparent glass floor is a 

throwback to history. There are awesome views of  

archaeological excavations and sanctuaries of the 

Athenians from different historic periods.

State Hermitage, St. Petersburg, Russia: It has 

more than three million items from the Stone Age 
th

to the early 20  century. There are six buildings 

along the Neva River and Winter Palace is the 

leading structure, the main residence of the czars, 

which was completed in 1764. The museum was 

founded by Catherine the Great when she 

purchased 255 paintings from Berlin. Western 

European art from the Middle Ages till date are 

beautifully showcased. You can expect the work of 

Rembrandt, Rubens, Tiepolo, Titian, da Vinci, 

Picasso, Gauguin, Cézanne, van Goghand Goya 

here. 
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National Museum of China, Beijing: Located in the 

Tiananmen Square in Beijing and founded in 2003, it 

has more than 1.3 million exhibition pieces across its 

40 halls, highlighting China's achievement in history, 

culture and art.

It is built in the 1950s Soviet Style and considering 

the display space it is the largest in the world. There 

are priceless artefacts which include the ceramics, 

calligraphy and bronze pieces dating back to the 

Qing dynasty. The 2000-year-old jade burial suit 

made for the Western Han dynasty and the 2000-

year-old rhino-shaped bronze zun (wine vessel) are 

the key attractions.

The Themed Entertainment 

A s s o c i a t i o n  ( T E A )  i s  a n  

i n t e r n a t i o n a l ,  n o n p r o f i t  

organizat ion which ranks  

attraction in the Museum Index 

by attendance every year.
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Travel Tendency

Affordable and simple expeditions close to home can make your normal holiday 

or weekend adventurous. These trips give time to explore and know the locals. 

Exploration to these places is known as “micro adventures”, as coined by 

National Geographic adventurer Alastair Humphreys. These explorations 

reward you with safe and beautiful opportunity to make your day.    
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The city popular for iconic 

skyline, Hong Kong is the best 

place for “micro adventure”, 

as you find hundreds of 

hiking trails through 

highlands and forests. These 

trails are less than an hour of 

brisk walk from the city. 

MacLehose Trail:

Stanley: 

Soko Islands:

 Stretching 100 km from the east to the west of Hong Kong, this trail allures with 

breathtaking beaches to take stunning photographs, see cityscapes from lofty highland areas and pass through 

eight country parks. Take any public transport from the city to reach here. Take ferry service to reach Sai Kung. 

Stay in a country house and taste local foods. 

 

Stanley witnessed history of pre-modern bloodshed battles. Now it is decked up 

with parks, charming waterfronts and excellent beaches. Here sandy beaches are designed 

for barbecues and water sport activities. Every year, locals celebrate Tuen Ng Festival 

(Dragon Boat Festival). Visit colonial era Murray House, which is now the site of the Bank of 

China. City bus service is available from Exchange Square Bus Terminus. Buy casual clothes, 

footwear, antiques, jewellery and toys from local alleyway 

market. 

 Just four and a half km off the south coast of Lantau Island is 

located the uninhabited Soko Islands. This deserted island is a new tour 

destination from the city. Experience the natural charm and tranquility of 

Sokos, walk along the isolated beaches and visit Vietnamese detention camp 

to make your perfect “micro adventure”. Take a boat from Cheung Chau to 

reach the island. 
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UK is the perfect place to evangelise about 

“micro adventure”. Far from crowded areas, 

you can get a chance to travel around small 

mountains, short rivers and woodlands.  

Aberafon campsite:

Dyfi forest: 

British Canals: 

 Located in the heart of Wales and only five minutes stroll to 

the beach, this campsite welcomes you with the meeting of a rivulet to the sea. 

See the beautiful sunset. Enjoy fishing, have a costal walk and hike to Yr Eifl 

mountains.   

  

It is 6000 hectares forest land with rugged peaks that loom over the 

woodlands. Gushing mountain streams cascade down rocky valleys, edged by 

moss-covered oaks. This gives you a spectacular view of nature while you walk 

through the 

forest. 

 

There are around 2,000 

miles of navigable canals in Britain. Hire 

out a boat and map out a route that takes 

in a decent number of pubs and bistros. 

Try the isolated Monmouthshire and 

Brecon Canal. It is one of the less spoilt 

gems of the British countryside.
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Long, warm, summer days 

give most favourable time to 

get outside and explore the 

locations. So, take advantage 

of your surroundings and go 

ahead for small-scale trip.

Long Beach Peninsula : 

Rifle Mountain Park: 

Lake Superior:

28 miles of uninterrupted, accessible shoreline — this peninsula is a paradise for bike 

lovers. Journey begins from Portland towards Tillamook State Forest via Route 6. From there, go to the 101 and 

cruise into One-Eyed Willie's backyard to enjoy a post-ride pint at the Rogue Ales Public House.

Located off I-70 just west of Glenwood 

Springs, Colorado Front Range is a heaven for every climber. 

Narrow riparian mountain canyon with steep limestone walls 

offers the climbers a great adventure. 

 Largest freshwater lake in 

the world, Lake Superior is apt for kayaking. 

Its surrounding area (21 Apostle Islands) is 

perfect for camping, hiking and shipwreck-

hunting throughout the summer.
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As world is getting urbanised swiftly day by 

day, the craze for “micro- adventure” 

becomes stronger. It's appealing for realistic 

wilderness escape very near to your home. 

These are simple to travel. Now fill your 

heart with an adventurous thrill. 
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Imagine booking a flight to Los Angeles simply via a voice command to a suave 

tech gadget while leisurely enjoying your morning cuppa! 

High time millennials give flight to bohemian fantasies. Virtual home assistants 

are currently revolutionising contemporary lifestyles with a subtle twist to the 

passion of wanderlust. For instance, a smart home assistant goes a long way in 

imparting access to an ever-expanding reservoir of capabilities termed as 'skills' 

– just with the sound of your voice.  

What 'Siri' is to 'iPhone', Alexa is to the 'Amazon Echo' and its sister 

devices. One can explore much beyond the realms of playing one's 

favourite songs, making phone calls or playing Jeopardy. 

Alexa is a utilitarian tech-buddy offering daily weather forecast updates, 

language translation and much more. The device also doubles up as a 

fabulous travel assistant that can assist backpackers in planning their next 

vacation. 'Alexa Tap' is a portable appliance, so you can use it as your ideal 

travel companion. Yet another voice assistant is 'Echo Dot' or 'Alexa Echo'. 

All you need to do is – plug in your Amazon device, go to setup in the Alexa 

app and you are all geared up. 

Smart Virtual Assistant: 'Alexa’

Tech iT
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Essential skills: Every Traveller's Dream
Brand new Alexa skills are being launched including local guides to destinations including New York City, Kuala 
Lumpur and more. Let us learn about some of the most popular ones available on Alexa at present: 

Alexa 

Expedia 

Kayak

'Expedia' in Alexa is quite handy for obtaining details of the upcoming trips, 

checking flight status, booking a rental car, setting timely reminders as to 

what to pack and checking loyalty points. All this requires linking with an 

Expedia account. Once you ask Expedia to reserve a rental car, the 

application would prompt user for additional information before offering 

options.

 

An agonising queue at the TSA in airport is a dampener for travellers. Instead, using the Airport Security Line 

Wait Times application to obtain a heads up on project security wait times at over 450 airports across the 

United States is a wiser alternative.  One just needs to ask Alexa what is the wait time at a particular terminal at 

the airport. 

 

Another interesting feature of Alexa is it helps people 

research on airfares for a future trip. One can also book a 

hotel with this feature. 

For instance, one just needs to ask the device about the 

probable choices of destinations where one can fly at a 

certain budget or ask Kayak to book a hotel at the 

preferred holiday destination. 

Airport Security Line Wait Times
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Uber & Lyft

Cruise Planners

Translated

For a ride to the airport, one can order a car through Uber simply by asking Alexa and an UberX would be 

arriving without delay. One can also alter default pickup location, ask for a ride status or cancel 

You can also change your default pickup location, ask for a ride status, or cancel your reservation.

One can seek abundant information about specific events simply by setting StubHub to another location and 

find out what is happening on a particular date. Users just need to ask StubHub what is happening in the 

location of choice on a certain date. 

Vacationers passionate about cruising can be assured of the best holiday plans ever, thanks to 'Cruise Planners' 

feature that offers details of over 45 cruise lines and over 100 cruise vessels. 

 

Figuring out visa requirements for international travel is convenient through exclusive features of Alexa. One 

just needs to mention one's country of citizenship and which country one plans to visit. 

Getting acquainted with a foreign language in a new country appears to be a bit of a challenge for visitors. In 

such circumstances one can utilize the Translated skill to ask Alexa to translate short sentences from English 

into 36 languages. Alexa will read out the translation for you so you can learn how to pronounce it. 

You can say "slow down" or "repeat" for clarification.

StubHub 

Visa Requirements

Digital instruments are thus increasingly making their 

way into modern life – particularly manifesting their 

unique aura in the niche of wayfaring or voyaging! 
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The date refers to a historical 

alliance concluded in 1291 by the 

three cantons of Uri, Schwyz and 

Unterwalden. Every year on 1st 

August, a special national 

celebration takes place at the Rhine 

Falls near Schaffhausen. People 

celebrate this day with magnificent 

fireworks display and musical 

bands.   

ugust is the month full of festivals across the 

world. Travel the world, explore and mingle Awith locals. Taste the best food and  experience 

the fun-filled celebration of the countries. TTW lists 

some of the most popular festivals spread across 

continents. 
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 It is a day remembered by the 

Americans to honour the brave 

souls who sacrificed their lives for 

American War of Independence. 

This is also known as National 

Purple Heart Day, Purple Heart 

Recognition Day and Purple Heart 

Appreciation Day. Now during this 

event, American Army awarded its 

members who laid their lives in 

war-zones. 
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It is also known as the “Festival of 

the Fravashis”, Fravardigan is 

dedicated to all immortal souls with 

their fravashis (the guardian spirits 

of departed ancestors, artistically 

depicted as half man/half bird). 

Iranians believe that during this 

religious fest, the souls reside in the 

Zoroastrian Temple for 10 days and 

then leave the world after the last 

rites, held on the 10th day.   
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Budapest's most prestigious 

musical event, Sziget Festival 

becomes lively with stage shows 

dedicated to global jazz and rock 

music.  Here Hungarian music, 

art, performances and forest 

vibes will allure to experience 

the melodious party.   
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The streets of London come 

alive when Europe's biggest 

street festival of Caribbean 

population in UK kicks off. 

Notting Hill Carnival comes 

with steel band music 

competition, outdoor 

entertainments, colourful 

parades and gala food fiesta. 
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International Travel Expo Ho Chi Minh City 2018

The International Travel Expo Ho Chi Minh City 2018 (ITE 

HCMC 2018) will expect more than 300 international 

companies and brands to set up booth at the Saigon 

Exhibition & Convention Center on September 6th to 
Tourism Organization; Malaysia Tourism 

8th, 2018.
Promotion Board; Ministry of Information, Culture 

ITE HCMC 2018 is the largest and most established and Tourism, Laos; Ministry of Tourism of 
annual international travel trade event in the Mekong Cambodia; Ministry of Tourism of Republic 
sub-region is now in its 14th edition, and features Indonesia; Myanmar Tourism; Nagoya City; 
services and products for both inbound and outbound Penang Global Tourism; Taiwan Tourism Bureau 
markets. Bangkok Office; Tokyo Convention & Visitors 

Bureau; and Tourism Authority of Thailand (HCMC 

Office).
The participants include the Department of Tourism 

(DOT) for several Vietnamese provinces, as well as 

various National Tourism Organisations (NTO) and 

Tourism Promotion Organisations (TPO) from top travel 
The companies from the tourism hotspots of 

destinations in Asia.
Australia, Bhutan, Cambodia, India, Indonesia, 

There are over 30 DOTs from Vietnamese provinces and Japan, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, South Africa, 
cities are expected to participate in this year's ITE HCMC, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, and Vietnam, will 
like Ben Tre, Binh Dinh, Danang, Daklak, Dong Nai, Dong also be present here. 
Thap, Gia Lai, Hai Phong, Hanoi, Hue, Khanh Hoa, Lam 

Dong, Long An, Ninh Binh, Ninh Thuan, Quang Nam, 

Thua Thien Hue, Tien Giang, Vinh Long, and Vung Tau 

and many more. Three hundred Hosted Buyers have also been 

invited in the show's International Hosted Buyers 

Programme, a long-standing and prominent 
The buyers and visitors will also find kiosks from India 

feature in ITE HCMC. The buyers, like the 
Tourism; Japan National Tourism Organization; Korea 

exhibitors, will be able  to book appointments

Domestic Participation in ITE HCMC 2018

Confirmed International Exhibitors in 

ITE HCMC 2018

Hosted Buyers and Hosted Media 

Programme

International Participation in ITE HCMC 2018

When: 6th to 8th September, 2018
Where: Saigon Exhibition & Convention 

Center, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

SHOW HIGHLIGHT
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 with sellers online, conduct buyer-seller meetings, and 

attend various networking functions during the three-
ITE HCMC 2018 also provides attendees ample 

day event.
opportunities to build contacts, foster new 

relationships, and discover new business leads 

through activities and networking opportunities The B2B Buyer-Seller meetings are a highly efficient and 
like the glitzy Grand Opening Ceremony and Gala popular feature with almost 5,300 meetings conducted 
Dinner; exclusive buyer-seller meetings; business in last year's edition. The organisers anticipate a 15% 
matching and online pre-appointments; as well as increase in the B2B meetings this year. All hosted 
seminars on key tourist markets and other buyers, from leisure, corporate, MICE, luxury, and 
tourism-related topics.special interest travel companies, are carefully selected 

Organised by the Vietnam National Administration and approved by an Advisory Committee comprising of 

of Tourism, Ho Chi Minh City Department of travel industry professionals from independent parties 

Tourism, VINEXAD Trade Fair & Advertising JSC, in the region. About 30 international hosted members 

and Informa Exhibitions, the exhibition is the only of the media and bloggers from prominent travel, 

travel event endorsed by the Tourism Alliance of all lifestyle, tourism, and broadcast platforms will also be 

five countries in the Mekong sub-region.present, and they will enjoy a customised itinerary 

programme featuring curated pre- and post-show tours This includes the support from the Ministry of 
to enjoy the best of Vietnam. Tourism, Cambodia; the Ministry of Information, 

Culture and Tourism, Lao PDR; the Ministry of 

Hotels & Tourism, Myanmar; and the Ministry of 

Tourism and Sports, Kingdom of Thailand. It is also 
ITE HCMC 2018 has become a prime platform for local endorsed by the Ministry of Culture, Sports & 
and international industry players and leading brands to Tourism, Vietnam; and the People's Committee of 
showcase their latest tourism products and services. Ho Chi Minh City. 
The source for quality agents and distributors; and 

expand their business into Vietnam and the Mekong 

sub-region.

Scope for ITE HCMC 2018

Purpose of ITE HCMC 2018

The Only Travel Event Endorsed by the 

Tourism Alliance
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Meeting Planners Russia

The annual edition of Meeting Planners Russia will 

take place on 10 and 11 September 2018 at Hotel 

InterContinental Tverskaya with a mission to 

enhance the MICE industry.  

This long running workshop sees key worldwide 

destinations and MICE suppliers coming to 

Moscow in order to meet up with Russian and CIS 

event planners. 

The selected hosted buyers are keen to find new 

business partners from various destinations and to 

discuss about their upcoming outbound MICE 

business. 

The Hosted Buyers from leading outbound 

agencies as well as main corporate accounts will 

give 'acte de presence'. The corporate buyers are 

representing the strongest industries as Oil & Gas, 

IT and Pharmaceuticals, placing most outbound 

MICE business in international destinations.

When: 10th to 11th September 2018
Where: Hotel InterContinental Tverskaya, 

Moscow, Russia
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Business Development Director Asya Revina from 

Europe Congress said while discussing on the 
£ 2-day exclusive B2B one-stop-shop forum;

success and growth of Meeting Planners Russia, the 
£ 30-40 pre-scheduled, match-made meetings;events have reached over the years have been 

£ Boutique event with exclusive attendance;staggering. They are confident that the time they 

spend on thorough selection procedures and £ Max 60 destinations and providers only, 
communication with the buyers have been paying assuring exclusivity;
off in terms of bringing high ROI to all participating 

£ Keynote sessions by MICE industry experts;
Convention Bureaus, Tourism Bureaus and MICE 

£ Varied event program with education, suppliers. Many of the participating suppliers are 
networking and socializing;returning yearly. They are looking to increase the 

£ Onsite supportive Europe Congress teamvalues within for all participants, by improving the 

format, content and of course the outcome of the £ High quality event setting and services
pre-scheduled and guaranteed meetings.

£ 6th annual edition with proven business 
The 2018 forum in Meeting Planners will offer in concept and results.
total, two action-packed days, with pre-scheduled 

match-made face-to-face meetings, keynotes, 

networking, social sessions as luncheons and £Pre-scheduled and match-made one-to-one 

receptions. meetings 

The keynotes will be hosted by with the Meetology £Day networking, benchmarking and socializing 

Lab. The Meetology Lab conducts in depth in an inspiring environment 

behavioral research to come to a better £Keynotes by industry experts addressing 
understanding why we communicate the way we do trending industry topics 
and how we can all improve ourselves professionally 

£Social gatherings as coffee breaks, luncheons 
as well as personally. The Forum MC Jonathan 

and receptions
Bradshaw, also CEO of the Meetology Lab will 

further host the destination promotions included in 

Europe Congress' forum programme every morning.

Key Benefits: 

Agenda and Programme: 
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PATA Travel Mart

Pacific Asia Travel Association's one of the signature 

events and Asia-Pacific's international travel trade 

exhibition PATA Travel Mart is featuring its 

networking and contracting opportunities to help 

travel and tourism organisations access decision Malaysia's Langkawi is the venue of PTM 2018. It is a 

makers, meet new clients, expand their networks, tropical paradise known for its unrivalled natural 

establish new relationships, and consolidate beauty, friendly people, excellent food, duty-free 

existing business partnerships. shopping, and luxurious hotels and resorts. A cluster of 

99 islands, Langkawi boasts emerald waters, stretches This three-day event is expected to attract more 
of white sandy beaches, and natural attractions. It is than 1,000 delegates from over 60 countries, 
famed as one of the region's best holiday destinations, facilitating over 10,000 pre-matched appointments 
offering superb beach resorts, an international airport, and bringing together qualified international buyers 
picturesque golf courses, and well-equipped marinas. and sellers for face-to-face meetings, educational 

forums, and networking functions. Langkawi boasts with UNESCO Global Geopark in 

Southeast Asia, accorded for its geological formations Besides the Mart, PTM 2018 will also include the 
dating back 550 million years comprising stunning Travolution Asia Forum in partnership with Travel 
landscapes, karsts, caves, sea arches, stacks, glacial Weekly Group, the World Tourism Forum Lucerne 
dripstones, and fossils. The Langkawi SkyCab is offering (WTFL) Start-Up Innovation Camp, the 2018 PATA 
some breathtaking views of the Andaman Sea and the Gold Awards Lunch and Award Presentation hosted 
Langkawi island group through an exhilarating cable car by the Macao Government Tourism Office (MGTO), 
ride, with walking trails and viewing platforms offering and PTM Talks, as well as various social functions for 
panoramic landscapes at it middle and top stations. The networking. 
Dataran Lang (Eagle Square) is situated near the Kuah 

PTM 2018 will also once again feature a Digital Hub 
Jetty and the most prominent landmark in Langkawi 

exhibition that provides online, tech, and digital 
with its magnificent statue of the reddish brown eagle 

marketing companies with the opportunity to boost 
majestically poised for flight, from which Langkawi 

brand awareness while contracting directly with 
derives its name.

relevant businesses and organisations in the 

tourism and travel industry. 

When: September 12-14, 2018
Where: Mahsuri International Exhibition 

Centre (MIEC), Langkawi, Malaysia
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Hotel Management Asia Summit 

Hotel Management Asia Summit is an independent and 

ultimate platform will return to Hong Kong on 27 

September, 2018 at The Mira Hong Kong. 
generate peripheral revenue

This event will come to address all key management, 
£Enhancing operational efficiency through operational, commercial and financial challenges that 
technology adoptionsimpact corporate and property P&L. Here tourism has 

been recovering and increases in overnight stays. £Strategizing on segment mix and source markets 

to ensure competitivenessYet, 2018 will escort in new hotel openings for both 

cities- Hong Kong and Macau. The coming of new £Developing talents and controlling overhead 

hotels, and new brand will inject huge vibrancy into the costs

Asian travel markets. While the existing hotels will face 

challenges in room rates due to the increased supply.

In additional, recent launched of various lifestyle hotels, 

luxury accommodations, co-living spaces and 

extended-stay products have added to the competition, 

giving a new impetus in travel business. As such, 

hoteliers must innovate and reinvent, in order to drive 

financial results.

Hotel Management Asia Summit in Hong Kong will 

explore the latest consumer trends and revolutionary 

business models to help inspire hotel industry leaders in 

their quests to reinventing their operations.

£ Navigating the ever-changing distribution landscape

£Leveraging new consumer trends to grow rates and 

Hotel Management Asia Summit will focus 

on: 

When: 27th September 2018
Where: The Mira Hong Kong, Hong Kong 
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HOSPITALITY QATAR 2018

4th Hospitality Qatar is the country's premier 

International Hospitality and HORECA Trade Show that 

continues to be at the forefront in guiding local, regional, 

and international businesses to Qatar's emerging 
catering industry in Qatar.  Qatar's food market opportunities in the hospitality sector. 
presents a timely opportunity to claim market 

From 6 to 8 November at the Doha Exhibition and 
share and grow businesses. HQ-Food Qatar 

Convention Center (DECC), in the heart of Doha, the 
provides platform for food and agricultural 

exhibition will connect Hotel operators, HORECA 
produce traders, suppliers, manufacturers, and 

suppliers, investors, and other industry professionals to 
other industry specialists, to meet major Qatari 

display the latest products and solutions and discuss 
buyers and sign sizeable deals. 

business partnerships. 

With a keen focus on Hotel Supply and Design, Hotel 

Franchising and Investment, as well as Food and Salon Culinaire

Beverages, Hospitality Qatar addresses the requirements 
It is a signature culinary event that celebrates 

of the key elements that make up rising hospitality 
gastronomic excellence and creativity. The Salon 

industry of the country. 
w i l l  fe a t u r e  c o m p e t i t i o n s  a n d  l i v e  

This event is a full- fledged platform that covers the demonstrations dedicated for top local and 

HORECA market from every angle. The show offers a international chefs to showcase their skills and 

dedicated B2B Matchmaking program to help exhibitors artistry across various scrumptious categories. 

and visitors of matching profiles meet and identify 
Live Cooking Competition 

potential business opportunities. It also encompasses a 
This will be a sizzling competition that will foster 

wide range of dynamic concurrent events dedicated to 
the skills and creativity of participating chefs to 

HORECA specialists. 
the test. Competitors will go head-to-head in 

this heated culinary face-off to present the 

finest dishes and claim the number one spot. It is In 2017, Hospitality Qatar introduced a new 
a great chance for visitors to watch and learn complementary section, HQ-Food Qatar. This new 
from the very best. addition in 2018 was solely dedicated to the food and 

Here are the other concurrent events: 

Hospitality Qatar Fostering Culinary Heritage 

When: 6th to 8th November, 2018
Where:  Doha Exhibition and Convention 

Centre, Doha, Qatar
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Mocktail Competition Barista Competition 

It is a juicy opportunity for best bartenders to exhibit It is a platform dedicated to the art of coffee 

their beverage knowledge and skills, and making. This contest allows baristas to shine under 

experiment with different flavors and ingredients to the spotlight, express their passion, and stretch 

create unique Mocktails. The competition will their imagination to serve classic coffee beverages 

highlight the best talent in town. and unique creations. 
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8th Bangladesh International Tourism Fair

8th Bangladesh International Tourism Fair is the 

country's biggest and most prestigious tourism event 

in 2018. 

BITF 2018 will be held from 4th to 6th October 2018, at 
closer business contact with stake holders of 

Bangabandhu international Conference Centre, Sher-
neighboring countries.

E-Bangla Nagar Dhaka.  It is the world class conference 
The seminars on regional tourism will be center only centrally located as an upscale venue of 
organised, on request power presentation and the country giving easy access to all the national and 
B2B session are arranged for exhibitors. There are international visitors.
about ten neighboring countries will be 

It is mainly Business-to-Consumer event with little 
participating along with high officials and cultural 

scope for B2B with vast presentation of international 
team. It is expected that the event will attract 

and national tour operators. Though mainly focused 
around 80,000 visitors including 100 foreign 

for out bound market but domestic products are 
delegates.

showcased for visitors. Discounted tour packages for 
8th Bangladesh International Tourism Fair will be all types of customers are available at all stalls. This 
inaugurated by Honorable Minister for Civil event will focus on the better communication of 
Aviation & Tourism in presence of Ambassadors, customers/ consumers with travel agents, tour 
VIPs, and dignitaries.operators, national / regional tourist organisations, 

government tourism departments, hotels, resorts, 

adventure tourism operators, airlines companies, car 

rental firms, Bangladesh railways and coach operators 

to give bets services on different cruise lines, local 

guides, travel accessories & equipment for camping, 

biking, photography and amusement parks.

Bangladesh Foundation for Tourism Development 

(BFTD) is a nonprofit organization engaging for the 

development of local and regional tourism. BFTD 

conducts Road shows, FAM tours abroad establishing 

When: 4th to 6th October 2018
Where: Bangabandhu International 

Conference Centre, Dhaka
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2018 China (Guangdong) International Tourism Industry Expo

Successfully held for 13 years, China (Guangdong) 

International Tourism Industry Expo (CITIE 2018) gives 

an exposure to boost global tourism. 

This event will be held in the Zone A of the China 
There are more than 200 domestic and foreign 

Import and Export Fair Complex in Guangzhou, China 
travel agencies from Seychelles, Madagascar and 

from September 7th to 9th, 2018. 
Northern Mariana Islands, etc. joined the CITIE for 

Since 2005, CITIE focus on both B2B and B2C market to the first time. 
attract worldwide high-quality tourism destinations, 

The number of new exhibitors increased by 80% 
service providers and suppliers, which is a professional 

compared with CITIE 2016. There were 56 
platform sharing information, purchasing produce and 

introduction and marketing events and forums, 
business development for exhibitors and buyers. 

about 20,000 professional buyers and 5,000 
CITIE 2018 has become the largest-scale international overseas buyers. The number of visitors was close 
tourism exhibition in China. It covers a total area of to 500,000 person-times.
100,000 sqm, including the Belt and Road 

International Tourism Hall, China Holistic Tourism Hall, 

Tourism Hypermarket Hall, Tourism Gifts and Time-

honored Brands Hall. 

By taking the brand new destination image display, 

forward-looking think-tanks forum, diverse social 

activities and experiential tourism market and 

multiple other scenarios as breakthroughs, CITIE 2018 

will show the best tourism destination resources 

around the world.

Previously, CITIE 2017 witnessed the participation of 

55 countries, out of which the European countries 

accounted for 35% and the remote destination 

countries outside of Asia account for more than a half. 

When: 7th to 9th September, 2018
Where: China Import and Export Fair 

Complex, Guangzhou, China
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2nd Annual Global Hotels and Resorts

It is a 2-day conference organising by Bricsa Consulting 

Pvt. Ltd, 2nd Annual Global Hotels and Resorts will be 

on 24th -25th September, 2018 at the GEM Centre in 

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. 
network with the Speakers who are the 

With an economic growth topping 6 per cent annually 
Government Officials. This is the platform where 

for more than 15 years, it's no surprise that Vietnam's 
government authorities and industry leaders will 

cities are flourishing as never before. 
get an opportunity to network.

From Da Nang to Hai Phong, and from Hanoi to Ho Chi 
KEY HIGHLIGHTS:Minh City - tourism is booming along with the 

country's economic fortunes. ŸIdentifying the significant market trends in the 

competitive hospitality market2nd Annual Global Hotels and Resorts is attracting 

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) which has always been ŸUnderstanding the needs of a diversifying market 

a key part of Vietnam's external economic affairs. This and discussing ways to tackle it

conference focuses on Vietnam as an emerging market 
ŸFDI opportunities in Vietnam in 2018 

for luxury Hotels and Resorts. 

Vietnam National Administration of Tourism (VNAT) 

has come up with a master plan as Vietnam Tourism 

Development 2020 vision 2030 that includes boosting 

investment for Tourism Development and Tourism 

Management. They aim to increase GDP by 10% by 

2020.  

This plan also highlights an insight of the development 

of 7 tourism zones with specific tourism products 46 

national tourist areas; 41 national tourist spots; 12 

tourist cities and other key tourist spots.

This 2-day annual conference gives a knowledge 

sharing platform to the Delegates and Sponsors to 

When: 24th-25th September 2018
Where: The Gem Centre – 
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam 
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Tourism, Hotel Investment & Networking Conference (THINC) 
Indonesia 2018

The 6th edition of Tourism, Hotel Investment & 

Networking Conference (THINC) Indonesia will return 

to Jakarta where all industry stakeholders come 

together for unparalleled networking opportunities To continue with the ethos of the event and to 

and an engaging conference agenda. capture the true essence of the Indonesian 

markets, the one-day conference programme this It will give a chance to explore latest trends, identify 
year will be more fast-paced and content-driven new opportunities, exchange ideas, share best 
than ever before. practices and foster new partnerships at the THINC 

Indonesia 2018. THINC Indonesia 2018 is featuring master classes, 

one-on-one interviews with industry stalwarts, After a successful run for four consecutive years in Bali, 
keynote addresses by subject-matter experts and THINC Indonesia 2018 would have the Opening 
interesting panel discussions. It promises to raise Reception held at the Artotel Thamrin on the 5th 
the bar, offering true value-addition for a diverse September, 2018 evening and the conference will start 
range of attendees.at 9 in the morning of the 6th at the Fairmont Hotel.

Hosted by Hotelivate, THINC Indonesia pioneered 

hotel investment conferences in the region. The event 

provides a platform for business leaders and key 

decision makers to deliberate on the development and 

direction of the growing Indonesian hotel and tourism 

industry. 

Since its inception, the conference has been the 

founding grounds for some of the most defining 

hospitality trends in this part of the world. Each year, 

THINC Indonesia brings together nearly 250 industry 

stakeholders, business leaders and key decision-

makers from close to 15 nations.

When: 6 September, 2018
Where: Fairmont Jakarta, Indonesia 
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Tbex North America 2018

Organising by TBEX Event, TBEX North America 2018 

is expecting to attract 650 travel bloggers, content 

c r e a t o r s ,  i n f l u e n c e r s ,  p h o t o g r a p h e r s ,  

videographers, and travel brands from around the 

globe.
Gaffer District to the extraordinary outdoor 

This year, it will be 21st travel media conference, adventure opportunities, TBEX North America 2018 
which will be held at Corning Museum of Glass in attendees will discover a myriad of reasons to 
Finger Lakes, New York. explore, enjoy, and share with their audience. The 

Patti Hosking, TBEX Vice President said that the opportunities for discovery and storytelling are 

Finger Lakes region of New York was selected as host boundless.

destination for TBEX North America 2018 because of TBEX North America 2018 co-hosts have organized 
its diversity of stories and experiences that travel several Pre-BEX tours for attendees, and a series of 
bloggers will find there. post-conference FAM trips for select bloggers and 

With the introduction of Gorilla Glass, Corning influencers. These tours and trips are specifically 

Enterprises has become an integral part of every designed so that those who participate can share 

content creator's daily life. stories of their experiences in Finger Lakes, New York 

with the world through their social feeds and blog And from the world-class Finger Lakes Wine Country 
and websites.region to quintessential Americana found in the 

When: 11th – 13th September, 2018
Where: Corning Museum and Finger Lakes 

Wine Country, New York, U.S.
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OTDYKH Travel Market

OTDYKH Travel Market is one of the leading 

travel and tourism event in Russia, The word 

OTDYKH means “leisure”, which is exactly the 

central aspiration of this fair. culinary offerings and the presentation of the immense 

tourist potential of the island, both for agents of the The annually travel event in Moscow is the 
travel industry as for investors.perfect start for the upcoming winter season on 

the Russian inbound and outbound market. The Japan National Tourism Organization (JNTO) will be 

back to OTDYKH Leisure, this yearas partner country. The Dominican Republic will be the official 
Japan National Tourism Organization stand will have 70 sponsor of thetourismMoscow fair OTDYKH 
square meters, with exclusive design that will show to 2018,  and will double its stand to 200 m². 
visitors the  Japanese offer to tourists, with a 

The Dominican Republic will transfer to the 
comprehensive entertaining program including cooking 

Moscow fair its well-known atmosphere of 
corner with traditional Japanese foods.

popular festivals and visitors will enjoy the 

rhythms of its music, traditional dances, 

When: September 11–13, 2018
Where: Expocentre Fairgrounds, Moscow, Russia 
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TTG Travel Experience

TTG Travel Experience is a prestigious annual show 

organised by the Italian Exhibition Groupfor 

companies operating in the field of tourism.  

These include Meet Your Destination,, the online This mammoth European B2B marketplace for 
appointments diary that matches operators with t o u r i s m  s u p p l y -  a n d  d e m a n d - s i d e  
Italian buyers specialising in the outgoing market, operators(attendance of 73,000 from 90 countries in 
and the Meet & Matchspeed contact platform, 2017)is unrivalled, particularly as regards its offer for 
which facilitates meetings with the buyers attending Italy as a destination, with almost all regions in 
TTG Travel Experience. attendance. 

Meet your Bloggeris a tool designed to put operators Within the Italy Area, alongside hundreds of 
in touch with experts in communication on social companies, consortia,chains, product clubs and all 
networks;while the workshop Travel & Association the leading players, the Outdoor Hospitality area will 
Dayagain gives exhibitors the opportunity to meet provide an interactive and evocative space dedicated 
Italy's best and largest associations. to the trendiest and most innovative forms of 

outdoor hospitality. The companies at the show will be able to talk to 

more than 1,500 buyers, from Italy, Europe, North  TTG Travel Experience rationalises the exhibition 
and South America, South East Asia, the Far East and space to make it even easier for visitors to navigate, 
the Arabian Gulf. Guided by TTG Travel Experience, as each area can be seen as amacro product cluster.
the buyers will also have the opportunity to tour 

The high-end and most exclusive offer of various 
Veneto, Val d'Aosta, Campania and Lake Como.

sectors will be concentrated in Exclusive Travel 

Experience, with refined and original layouts to host 

the companies that set themselves apart in their 

offer of exclusive travel experiences, by destination 

or type.

TTG Travel Experience's B2B vocation is reflected in 

concrete proposals that bring operators together. 

When: FIERA DI RIMINI, Italy 
Where: 12 to 14 October 2018
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The Hotel Show Dubai

The Hotel Show Dubai, Middle East's leading 

hospitality event returns this September and it is 

considered as the most hands-on hospitality 

experience to date.

This annual exhibition will be the gathering point of The Hotel Show Dubai's three-day duration has 

more than 30,000 international decision-makers. It is highly-influential talks will welcome a pool of more 

the premier platform for the Gulf's ever-growing than 50 speakers, all of whom will be of General 

hotel industry. Manager position or above, making it the forum for 

hospitality-based discussion, debate and learning.This event is renowned for being the one-stop shop 

where GMs, buyers, restaurateurs and developers 

can get their hands on products for every element of 

their guest experience – from décor, furniture and in-
A simple yet thrilling live concept: a pair of typical 

room technologies, to F&B supplies, gym and leisure 
hotel rooms –complete with bedding, curtains, 

equipment, and everything in between.
flooring and entertainment facilities – are set-up 

Now in its 19th year, this conference will be spread back to back…then trashed! There are two teams at 
over seven halls at the Dubai World Trade Centre. It a time compete head-to-head to put the room back 
will offer a 360-degree showcase of modern to its original state in just seven minutes, with a 
hospitality with a show that educates, celebrates and knock-out competition whittling the predicted 30 
defines both the present and future of the industry in entrants down to one eventual winner over three-
the Middle East. days.   

At the heart of that will be a raft of interactive 

features, live competitions and discussion seminars 
The Chef's Table will pit head chefs and their teams 

that will give a platform to those who are the 
from 12 Middle Eastern hotels against each other in 

lifeblood of the hotel and tourism industry, from 
a timed cooking competition, where the ingredients 

housekeepers and sous chefs to property owners 
won't be revealed until the countdown clock starts 

and franchisees.
ticking.

When: 16th to 18th September, 2018 
Where: Dubai World Trade Centre

1. The Middle East Leadership Conference

2. The Middle East Housekeepers' 
League of Champions

3. The Chef's Table
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Sponsored by Carrefour and 

judged by four expert chefs, 

led by Chef Uwe Micheel, 

President of the Emirates 

Culinary Guild, each three-

hour battle will see three full 

lunches and three dinner 

menus cooked-up daily. 

Spread across sections 

dedicated to Interiors, 

Lighting & Design, 

Technology & Security, 

Operating Equipment, 

Bathroom & Sanitary Ware 

and HORECA, more than 600 

exhibitor stands will fill The 

Hotel Show Dubai floor – 

with organisers expecting to 

welcome in excess of 30,000 

visitors. 

4. Huge number of attendees
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SAHIC South America 2018

As, South America has huge potential in many 

countries in promoting tourism, SAHIC South 

America is an ultimate platform where all the 

tourism industry leaders meet. perspectives about the nuances of conducting 

business in the region.

SAHIC South America is going to feature four 

influential industry leaders and innovators: Elie SAHIC South America 2018 is the leading conference 

Maalouf, CEO, The Americas of IHG and Fernando organizer for hotel and tourism investment in Latin 

Poma, Vice President and Managing Director, Real America that promotes business and real estate 

Hotels & Resort, Grupo Poma and Herman Bern, projects in the region. SAHIC is an annual conference 

President & Founder of Empresas Bern will represent with its location rotating every year through 

the lodging industry and talk to issues and concerns different cities in South America. 

that impact hotel owners, operators and brands on a 

global basis. 

Additionally, speaker and peace leader Chef Juan 

Manual Barrientos, will share his “food for thought” 

with a keynote aptly titled “A Powerful Recipe for 

Colombia's Peace.”

Maalouf, Poma, Barrientos and Bern will address 

nearly 400 hospitality developers and executives 

with interest in South America to share their vision 

and insights regarding any and all aspects of travel, 

tourism, hospitality and development including 

expansion of travel accessibility to the continent, and 

When: September 24-25th  2018
Where: InterContinental Medellín, Colombia
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Astana Leisure 2018

One of the premier autumn professional tourism 

event in Kazakhstan, Astana Leisure 2018 focuses  on 

the tourism potential of Kazakhstan, trends of 

autumn and winter seasons, the most convenient air also to potential agents, which in the future will sell 

flights, informative workshops, favorably priced the product on the market. Among the announced 

solutions and special proposals for recreation, participants are clinics, travel agencies and health 

innovations in tourism industry. resorts from Georgia, Kazakhstan, South Korea, 

Turkey and Ukraine.Popularization of tourism, coverage of its 

contribution to the economy of the world A journey through the unique and uncharted 

community, the development of relations between expanses of Kazakhstan may happen right at the 

the peoples of different countries are the main exhibition, thanks to the exposition of the regional 

purposes of the event, which are fully shared by the Departments of Tourism, which will unleash the 

exhibition organizers, Iteca LLP. immense potential of Kazakhstan as a tourist 

destination. In addition to the tourism industry Participating Countries in Astana Leisure 2018 
trends, new price offers and packages, Astana 

Number of participating countries in Astana Leisure 
Leisure 2018 will present educational activities, 

2018 will be from Egypt, Georgia, Kazakhstan, 
special programmes and promotions for travel 

Morocco, Russia, South Korea, Thailand, Turkey, 
agents and informative workshops.

Ukraine, Uzbekistan  and Vietnam.

Sections in Astana Leisure 2018 
The organizers of the Exhibition Astana Leisure 2018 

The traditional section “Medical tourism” will 
are the Exhibition Company Iteca (Kazakhstan) and 

present the process of medical treatment abroad: 
ITE Group Plc (Great Britain). 

from advice on choosing a clinic to obtaining a visa 

and a pleasant journey. This format allows visual 

demonstrating and effective presenting services for 

diagnostics, treatment and rehabilitation in health 

care establishment, not only to the end users, but 

When: 26-28 September, 2018
Where: Exhibition Centre Korme, Astana, Kazakhstan
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helped the general public in knowing about various 

destinations where they can enquire about the 

destination and book them. 

The participants from different countries have 

participated here and helped in boosting the local With an excellent response from more than 930 travel 
tourism.trade visitors and 900 walk-in visitors, and with the 

support from Ministry of Tourism of Government of Sri Lanka Tourism Promotion Bureau participated 
India, State Tourism Boards and National Tourist Offices, with a large delegation as the Partner Country and 
Travel and Tourism Fair (TTF) in Hyderabad concluded Bahrain was the Feature Country. India, China, 
giving an excellent platform in showcasing varied Dubai, Indonesia, Malaysia, Maldives, Nepal, 
tourism products as exhibitors from 12 countries and 19 Russia, Switzerland and Thailand were the other 
Indian states. countries represented in TTF Hyderabad.  Among 

the Indian states, Telangana and Andhra Pradesh Inaugurated by Panyala Bhoopathi Reddy, Chairman, 
participated as Host States and Goa, Gujarat and Telangana State Tourism Development Corporation and 
Karnataka were the Partner States. B Manohar Rao, Managing Director (FAC), Telangana 

State Tourism Development Corporation, TTF 

Hyderabad became the heaven of dignitaries and senior 
About 24 corporates and 160 travel trade buyers 

tourism officials.
from all over India were hosted for the show within 

Expressing his happiness on visiting TTF, Panyala the show venue hotel Novotel, attached to HICC. 
Bhoopathi Reddy, Chairman, Telangana State Tourism The hosted buyers  have pre-scheduled 
Development Corporation said that TTF is a great appointments with exhibitors, using online diary. 
platform for learning about tourism developments in 

different countries and states and it gives a chance to 
Sanjiv Agarwal, Chairman and CEO, Fairfest Media accept these policies to improve varied tourism 
Ltd said that this show is a leading travel trade show products. The organisers of TTF have done an excellent 
that no one can miss. He added that HICC gave an work in bringing all the countries and state together 
excellent exhibition facility within a hotel premises under one umbrella.
with possible communication with buyers and 

B Manohar Rao, Managing Director (FAC), Telangana 
sellers. He also hoped that 2019 TTF Hyderabad will 

State Tourism Development Corporation mentioned, 
come up with excellent new features.  

organised for 15 years now TTF Hyderabad has also 

Travel and Tourism Fair (TTF)

When: 13th - 14th July 2018
Where: Hyderabad International 
Convention Centre, Hyderabad, Telangana 





Clinton Thom appointed General Manager at the 

Radisson Blu Hotel Waterfront, Cape Town

 by 

Radisson Cape Town Newlands and the Radisson Blu Le Vendome 

Sea Point, has been appointed General Manager of Radisson Blu 

Waterfront Cape Town. He is a four-year veteran with the 

Radisson Hotel Group, previously served as general manager at 

the Park Inn by Radisson Cape Town Newlands and Radisson Blu 

Le Vendome Sea Point.

Clinton Thom, previously General Manager at Park Inn

Sofitel London Gatwick announces two new 

appointments 

Sofitel London Gatwick welcomed 

 

Yasmin previously worked as a General Manager at the Queens 

Hotel Cheltenham, where she repositioned the hotel to become 

a flagship MGallery by Sofitel property for AccorHotels 

worldwide. Laukik Kharkar started his hospitality career as a 

waiter at the hotel following the completion of his training in 

Mumbai. Laukik has held positions at many hotels across the 

United Kingdom, including Deputy Food and Beverage Manager 

at the Premier Inn London Gatwick and Operations Manager at 

Whitbread, Gatwick.

Yasmin Keen as General 

Manager and Laukik Kharkar as Food and Beverage Manager.
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Almanac Hotels appoints Stefan Ludwig in two 

important positions

 Ludwig brings 16 years of 

hospitality service experience to his role in the company in sales 

and marketing as well as in the food and beverage operations of 

some of the hotels. 

 Stefan Ludwig has been appointed as Executive Director of Sales 

and Marketing for Almanac Hotels and as Pre-Opening Director of 

Sales & Marketing for Almanac Vienna.

Tourism Australia welcomed Mandy Wu as Country 

Manager for China

Mandy joins Tourism Australia from Cathay Pacific where 

she gained over 15 years of international experience leading 

teams in Mainland China, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Brunei and 

Canada. Her most recent position at Cathay Pacific was as 

Corporate Affairs Manager leading the airline's engagement with 

government, media and other key opinion leaders.

Tourism Australia has appointed Mandy Wu to set the direction of 

Tourism Australia's marketing and Public Relations activity in 

China. 

Joanne Taylor-Stagg has been appointed a new GM 

of multiple premium hotels

She is also responsible for the management of The Levin Hotel and 

The London Bakery. She joined from her 2-year role as general 

manager at The Trafalgar St James where she successfully 

repositioned the hotel from a 4-star to 5-star luxury.

Joanne Taylor-Stagg has been appointed as the new general 

manager at The Capital Hotel and Apartments in Knightsbridge. 
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st stJuly 31   - Aug 1
6th Annual MICE India & Luxury Travel Congress
Venue: Delhi, India
www.miltcongress.com

3rd -5th August
IITM Chennai

Chennai, India

www.iitmindia.com/

Aug  21 - 22
The Travel Industry Exhibition
Sydney, Australia
www.travelindustryexpo.com.au

18th -19th August
Travel O Fair

Surat, India

www.travelofair.in
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Aug 28 to 30
IITM Mumbai
Mumbai, India
www.iitmindia.com

6th September 
Thinc Indonesia
Jakarta, Indonesia
www.thincindonesia.com

5th - 7th September 
Aviation Festival   
London, United Kingdom
www.terrapinn.com/conference/aviation-festival/index.stm

6th -8th August
ITE HCMC 2018 

Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 

www.itehcmc.com/en/home.html

th thSep 5 -6
IBTM Americas
Mexico City, Mexico
www.ibtmamericas.com
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